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TECHNICAL NOTE 2536

CRTI(ICALCOMM2?ATIONS OF BENDING, SHEAR, AND TRANSVERSE

COMPRESSIVE STRESSES FOR BUCKLING OF

INFINITELY LONG FIAT PLATES

By Aldie E. Johnson, Jr., and

SUMMARY

Kenneth P. BucQert

Three-dimensional interaction surfaces are presented for the com-
putation of elastic buckling stresses for an infinitely long flat plate
subjected to conibinationsof bending, shear, and transverse compression
in its plane - a loading approximating that occurring b a shear web.
Surfaces are presented for two sets of edge conditions: both edges
simply supported and lower edge simply supported, upper edge clamped.
Resent results are in good agreement with data for one-load and two-
load limiting cases previously ptilished.

IWCRODUCTION

A loading that occurs in the shear webs of tti wings of aircraft
is a combination of bending, shear, and transverse compression, the
transverse compression being induced by spanwise bending of the covers.
The buckling strength of an unstiffened infinitely long flat plate under
such a loading is computed approximately in the present paper by the
midmum-potential-ener~ method.

The assumptions made for the analysis are that the plate is elastic
and infinitely long, and that the bending moment, shear, and transverse
compression are constant along the length of the plate. The lower edge
is assumed to be simply supported and the upper edge, either simply
supported, elastically restrained against rotation, or clamped. The
neutral axis for bending stress is assumed to be halfkay between the
upper and lower edges.

The results of the analysis are given in the form of interactiona
curves W the details of the solutions are given in the appendixes.
A comparison of the present results with existing analytical data for
one-load and two-load conditions is made. No previous data sze known,,,
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or restrained flat plate subjected to combina-
and transverse compression.

SYMBOLS

arbitrary coefficietis used with subscripts

plate flexural stiffness per unit width, tich-pounds

(*)
width of plate,

Young’s modulus

inches

of elastici~,

nondimensional buckling stress

of cotiined loadings: (%=

()aCb2t
~=—

x%

tiegers, also

\

pounds per square inch

coefficients under system

used as subscripts (single prime (‘) and
dotile primes (”) are used with m, n, p, and i to
indicate odd and even integers, respectively)

force per unit length acting in middle plane of plate in
x-direction, pounds per inch

force per tit length acting in middle plane of plate in
y-direction, pounds per inch

shear force per unit length acting in middle plane of
plate in x- and y-directions, pounds per inch

buckltag stress

() Uc

%==

ratios:
(~=(:cj; ~=:);
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s stiffness per
inch-pounds

3

unit length of elastic restraining medium,
per inch per quarter radian

t thickness of plate, inches

w deflection normal to plane of plate, inches

% Y coordinates

$ ratio of half wave length of buckles to plate width (l./b)

6 ()nondtiensional restralnt coefficient ~ ; O for simply

supported edges, co for clsmped edges

71>72 QWU3i- multipliers

L hslf wave length of buckles in x-direction, inches

‘B
bending stress at buckling at edge of plate under system

of combihed loadings, pounds per square inch

T,uc shear and transverse compressive buckling stresses,
respectively, under system of combined loadings,
pounds per square inch

(“B).r)Tcr)(“C)cr plate buckling stresses due to each type of loading
applied alone, pounds per square inch

q ep
and 1 arbitrary coefficients

fi@k

P Poissonfs ratio

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results in chsrt form are presetied for the case of both edges
simply supported and for the case of lower edge simply supported, upper
edge clamped. The solution, however, for the case of lower edge s~ly
supported, upper edge elastically restrained against rotation is given
in the form of a determinantal buckling equation. The loading smd edge

J conditions considered herein are shown in figure 1.

——— —— ———z—.
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Both edges simply Suppotied.- Conibinationsof bending, shear, and
transverse compressive stresses which cause buckling of an uustiffened
infinitely long flat plate with both edges simply supported were
calculated ti the manner described in appendix A.

The results are shown by a three-tiemional interaction surface
in terms of the stress ratios RB~ ~~ - ~ in figure 2. Buckling

occurs for w stress combination which corres~nds to a point on or
outside the interaction surface. In order to convert a conibinationof
v-dues of ~, ~, and

buckling stress for each
These buckl~ stresses,
follows:

For pure bending

for pure shear

~ into the corresponding stresses,

@_pe of loading applied alone must be
as given by the present solution, are

(%)
I?D

= 23.90 —
cr b%

n%
Tcr = 5.36 —

b%

and for pure transverse compression

()
I’(2D

‘Ccr=&

the

known ●

as

(1)

(2)

(3)

(Equation (1) checks the value for (%) Cr given by Schuette and

McCulloch in fig. 9 of reference 1; equation (2) checks the value
for Tcr given by Timoshenko on p. 361 of reference 2; equation (3)

is essentially the Ner column buckling equation.)

The interaction surface is symetric about the planes R7 = O

~RB=o” The shape of the Meraction surface is suggested by its

traces on planes correspondingto constant values of O, 0.5, and 0.8
for the stress ratios. (For example, the shaded planes in fig. 2
correspond to ~ = 0.5 and RT = 0.5.) The flat portion of the
interaction surface at ~ = 1.0 indicates that appreciable bending

and shesx stress may be applied to the plate without reducing the
criticsl transverse compressive stress. In the region ~ = 1.0, the

plate buckles essentially as m Ner column.

.——_— .
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In figures 3, 4, and 5 the interaction surface is described by
two-dhensional ~lots which are more suitable for obtain@ quantitative
information. The calculations indicate that where a sharp change in -
slope occurs in an interaction curve, with the curve becoming vertical

(for example, the curves for RT = Oand O.5 in fig. kand ~=o.8
h fig. 5), the buckle wave length undergoes a sudden transition from
some finite length when ~ < 1 to an infinite length when ~ = 1. On

the other M, a gradual transition to verticality in an interaction

(
curve for example, the curves for ~ = 1.0 in fig. 3 and ~ = O

and O.5 in fig. 5) indicates a gradual transition to an infinitely
long buckle wave length.

Additional information regsrding
table I together with a tabulation of
stress coefficients.

buckle wave length is given in
the critical combinations of

As noted previously, the one-load limiting-case solutions are in
good agreement with previously published data. h addition, the inter-
action curves for two componmrlm of loading check with etisting data:
The curve for + = O in figure 4 agrees well with figure 3 of refer-
ence 3. Thecurvefor~=O in figure 5 is practically identical

with the curve for ~ = O in figure 3(b) of reference 4. No down
data, however, are available to check the present shear-bending fiter-
action curve (fig. 3) . I ,

Lower edge shply supported, upper edge clsmped.- ConMn.ations of
bending, shear, and transverse compressive stresses which cause buckling
of an infinitely long flat plate with the lower edge simply supported
and the upper edge clsmped were calculated in the manner described in
appendix B.

The results sre shown by a three-dimensional interaction surface
h terms of the stress ratios ~, RT, and ~ in figure 6. W
order to convert a Combination of values of ~, RTj - ~ iJltO

their correspondingbuckling stresses, the buckling stress corresponding
to each loading applied sepately must be known. These single-load
buckling stresses are as follows:

For pure bending

()
I-(2D

‘B Cr = 39. g6” —b%
(4)

—.-. -— —..—.. —-—____ ..— ..— —— -——-
1
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for pure shear

‘Cr = 6.637 A
b2t

and for pure trsmwerse compression

()
l-r+%

‘C Cr
= 2.045—

b%

NACA TN 2536

(5)

(6)

The value of the numerical coefficient in equation (4) is about ‘jpercent
lower than the value given in figure 9 of reference 1 because more terms
sre used in the preseti solution of the deflection function. The value

of the numerical coefficient of equation (5) is about ~ perceti lower

than the value given by the approximation suggetied in reference 5. This
approximation is determined as the geometric mean of the two values of
the coefficient determined for m infinitely long flat plate with both
edges simply supported and with both edges clamped. Equation (6) reduces
to the Euler column buckling equation given on page 89 of reference 2
when the conversion from plate stiffness to column stiffness is made.

The general nature of the interaction surface is shilsr to that
for the plate with simply su~orted edges (fig. 2) with some significant~
differences. Because of the unsymmetric edge conditions, the surface
is not symmetric about the F$ = O plane sinbe positive and negative

bending moments have differeti effects, but the curve is symmetric about
the ~ = o plane. The perfect flatness at ~ = 1.0, which was

observed in the interaction surface for the case in which both edges
sre simply supported (fig. 2), does not occur in the present case. The
surface, however, is sufficiently flat in the region of ~ = 1.0 to

indicate that, if an exact solution could be obtained, it would probably
lead to a perfectly flat portion.

The bulging out of the interaction surface indicates that the
application of a positive bending moment (positive directions shown
in fig. l(a)) actually increases the buckling strength of the plate
with regsrd to the other two types of load. This increase unbuckling ‘
strength indicates that the beneficial effect of the tension on the
simply supported edge is greater than the detrimental effect of an
eqml compression on the clamped edge.

Projections on the coordinate planes of the traces of the planes
shown in figure 6 are shown in figures 7, 8, and 9. Quantitative
information is more readily available from these figures.

—. —
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Some information regarding buckle
together with a tabulation of critical
coefficients.

wave length is given in
combinations of stress

7

table II

Aa noted previously, the single-loading limiting-case solutions
are in good agreement with previously publiehed data; however, no direct
comparison for the interaction of two components of loading can be made
for the condition of lower edge simply supported and upper edge clamped,
because this condition apparerrtlyhas not been studied previously for
the particular loading cases considered heretn.

Lower edge simply suppotied, upper edge elastically restrained,-
No calculated results are presented for the case of lower edge simply
supported, upper edge elastically restrained; however, the stability
determinant derived in appendix A and given in table III can be used
directly for solutions. The rotational-restrafi parameter c appears
only in the term T16.

COItCLUDINGREMARKS

Three-dimensional interaction surfaces have been presented for the
computation of buckling stresses for an infinitely long flat plate
subjetted to combinations of bending, shear, and transverse compression
in its plane - a loading approximating that occurring h a shesx web.
Reduction of the present solution to cases of one load or combinations
of two loads gives results b good agreement with previously published
data. The interaction surfaces have beep presented for two sets of
boundary conditions, namely, both edges simply supported and lower edge
simply supported, upper edge clamped. A theoretical.solution has also
been derived for the case in which the lower edge is simply supported
and the upper edge is elastically restrained against rotation, but no
computed results are presented for this case.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aerorfautics

Langley Field, Vs., July 30, 1951
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APPENDIX A

THEORETICAL SOLUTION FOR UPPER EDGE EITHER SIMPLY

SUPPOKTED OR ELASTICALLY RESTRAINED

Details are presented of a minhum-potential-ener~ solution for
the buckling stresses of an infinitely long flat plate, with the lower
edge shrply supported and the upper edge either s@ly supported or
elastically restrained against rotation, sfijetted to conibinationsof
bending, shear, and transverse compression in the plane of the plate.
The deflection function used satisfies, term by term, the conditions
of zero deflection a-d zero moment at the lower edge and zero deflection
at the upper edge. Lagrangian multipliers are used to satisfy the rota-
tional bound~ condition at the upper edge.

Upper Edge Elastically Restrained

Deflection function.- The deflection of a plate subjected to the
loads shown in figure l(a) is assumed to be of the form

w

I-cx
w= sin y

where ~
(y=b) iS

where f31

E ‘F%P++CO+ bn sin ~ (~)

n=l,2,3,...
—

n=l,2,3,...

and bn are constants.
as8umed to be expressed

The rotation 0 of the up~r edge
as

ad 132 are constants.

The deflection function represented
term by term, the boundary conditions

Wy=o ‘ o

wy=b = O

(A2)

by equation (Al) satisfies,

(A3)

(A4)

.

()a% opya= (A5)

.-
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The compatibility condition

(A6)

is satiefied by the deflection fun~ion provided the following con-
straining relationships are satisfied:

w

%
h=;. _12 IIEIJ-l)n

n—, , ,...

1
(A7)

w

’92 ;=—
E dn( -l)n

n=l,2,3,...

Potentisl-energ expression.- The potential ener~ F for an
infinitely long flat”plate, with the lower edge simply supported and
the upper edge elastically restrained against rotation, buckling under
stresses in its plane is (from reference 6 and p. 325 of reference 2]

where, for the present case>

% = -act
‘w = Tt

(A8)

——— .— .—
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Substituting expression (Al) for w and e~ression (A2) for 13
into the energy expression (A8) and performing the indicated integra-
tions gives

II.@,
47

m

.

.

-+=

1 )__‘an(nF:n2)2+
m=l,2,3,... n=l,2,3,...

.

m 7

~=1,~,I, ~b=q~j+...= ...
,(1

m

k@J+p m
~2n2 + z

)

bn?n2 +
n=l,2,3,... n=l,2,3,...

m m

4k#3 ‘z ‘z
m

~bn ~2 - n2 (@)
m=l,2,32... n=lj2,3y...

(m ~ n always odd)

where

%3JkrJkc desired streas coefficients

G rotational-restraintcoefficient

f+

Minimization by the method of angi- multipliers.- By the
principle of ndnimum potential ener~, F (equation (A9)) must be
~zed with respect to all independeti undetermined deflection

.
.
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parameters in this equation.

and t32 are not independent

relationships

the method of

u-

Inasmuch as the parameters ~, bn, 191,

but are related through the constrdning

(A7), this minimization can be accomplished by means
Iagramge’s undetermined multipliers. The function

+ -1 r +

of

G =F

[

-71e1-: L
lL

~n(-l)n -7pe2-# L
1

bnn(-I.)
n=l,2,3,... n=l,2,3,...

(Ale)

is set up. The potential energy F is a minimum when

Performing the differentiationon the parameters ~ and bn gins

*=++(WW!+* ~ *-
m=l,2,3,...

w

16kT

z

b# 71Jri(-1)i

fi ~+ b ‘0 (A12)
m=l,2j3,...

(m f i must be odd)
(i=lj 2,3,...)

m

16q

z

w + 72Yri(-l)i o

# - iz b=
(Al;)l-r

m=l,2, ,...
(mii must be odd)

(i=l,2,3, ...)

——— _ . ..— —. —.—— ———. -—
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Midmizing with respect to el ~d e2 gi=s

aG 4b2Gj3e~
~=.T .71.0 (A14)

4b2eBe2
~= T-72=o (Q5)

lWdnizing with respect to the Lagrangian multipliers gives the following
original constraining relationships:

(m6)

n=l,2,3,...

constitute an infinite set of homogeneous
unknowns am b~ 71, 72, f31, and

other solutions than the trivial one of

Equations (AM) to (A17)
simultaneous equations in the

e2. These eqmtions can have
~bm . . . = O only if the determinant of the coefficietis of the
unknowns is zero. The vanishing of this determinant is therefore the
condition for buckling; stress combinations which cause the determinant
to vanish cause buc~ of the plate.

Instead of udng equations (AM) to (A17) directly, it is advanta-
geous first to cmibine them and then to reduce the system of equations
to a simplified form. This shplification is possible because each of
the equations represented by equation (A12) contains either a single
odd-subscript deflection coefficient (~ bn) or a single even-stiscript
deflection coefficient (am bn); the same fact is true of equations
expressed by equation (A13). This fact affords the possibility of
solving for and elhinatbg each even-subscript deflection coefficient
in terms of all the odd-sulscript coefficients;the reverse is also
true. The number of equations required for an accurate solution is
thus reduced appro-tely by one-half. The siqil.ificationjust
described is carried through in detail in the following discussion.

.

.

.

— — — — ———
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When odd and even values of the
and dotile primes, respecti=ly, the

. into the following stisets:

13

stiscripts are designa%ed by single
set of equations (A12) may be broken

03

8k~ rn

E

bmttm”iS 7~lli ‘
(A12) ‘Y

(m”)2 - (i’)2 - ‘= 0
m“=2,4,6, . . . (i’ = 1,3, 5,...)

w

8%

I

bmtm~i“ + 71fli’r o
—=

n (m’)* - (i,,)2 2b
m’=1,3,5,...

(A12)“

(iH = 2,4, 6,...)

Similarly, equations (A13) can be written as

bi,p+(:-~~)(i’)2+’(i’)q‘% I ~m”y;)q2-
m“=2,4,6, . . .

m
8%

&

a#ll”i ‘ Y2fii’ o
-— = (~3) ‘T (m”)2 - (i~)2 2tI

m“-—, , ,...
(i’ = 1,3, 5,...)

. . . . .— —_. —— —-— — -
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mt=l,j,?,..m (m’)2- (i”)2+

(A13)’

(i” = 2, 4, 6, . . ,)

SolwhM equationa (A12)’ for ail and substituting into equations (AM)” gives

I

8kT z b wp”mr 71m’

)

L

8% “ bm,m!i’f 71fii” ~
(Al’)’”

T-
(P”)2 - (m’)’

“b+~ (m’)’ - (i”)p ‘= =
pn=2,4,6,... m~=l,j,~)...

(i” = 2, 4, 6, . . .)

b



. ,

Subatttuting the value of bf, obtained from equations
equatiom in which all the deflection c~fficients have

1

(AJ3) 1 into (Al-2)”gives the fol.1.owhg ~
even subscripts:

m

&7

L
npnm 1

17~mu ‘ +
T

(P”)2 - (m’)2 + a
p“=2, 4j6,...

~

7( 4-p’’+’jk,,...

--(
tin

1

{x

.EJ m
bp,!p”m 1

(m’)2 -(i”) ~+
()
?-B% (m’)2+@(m’)4 [p”)p- (I@+

3$ 11’’=2)4,6,...

a Wp”m’ ~ 72m ‘

]

+ 7111i” ~

(P”)2 - (.’)2 = ‘=
2b

(AM)

(i” = 2, 4, 6, . . .)



Treat@ equations (A13)t and (M.3)” in a BimM Mermer gives

bif*+ (p%)(i’’)a+,(iq +

<

8k, w a Ilp”m’ 72mn’

7
(P”)2 - (ml)a + ~

1

—-

,“=2,4, , ...

I

‘..l)$,,..‘*$+(~-PJ(.1)2+P(m)*p.@~,,,,[pY;~~’’)~2 -

L

8kT m b ,,p”mt 71?ml’

I

+ 72fi” ~ ~

7
—.

(P”)2 - (m1)2 + 2b

(A19)
2b

,“=2, , , ... (i” = 2,4, 6,,..)
1

, .
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I

!

by EanB of equatiom (~) ‘ gives

~[(

4$P m ~,

12

m1=l,3, ~,... —+--

J ]f%11=2.L,...*” -:

B% (m’)2 + t3(m’)4
~3 P

8$- “

&

1

m
bpwpnm’ + 71~’ kb~~

T
+—

(P”)2 - (m1)2 =
E

~tlP” -71 = o (A14)‘
X3

p“=2, , ,... P“=2,4,6,...

m

&&

L
~llp”m’

}Z

m
721QrI’ bb @

fl ~flPn -72 = o
(P”)2 - (m’)2 + m ‘.= PW=2, , ,...

p“=2, , ,.. .

(Q5) ‘

Solution by stability determinmrt. - Equations (u8), (AI.9),(A14)‘, and (A15)‘ constitute

a .%wL?m of homogeneous simultaneous equations contdning aa unknowns 7~J 721 and all the

even-subscript deflection ccefficietis. Eqwting the det~ t of these equations ta zero

giv’ea the buckling criterion in the form of a determinantal equation.
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In order to determine the combinations of ~, ~, and ~ which .

satisfy the equations, the vslues of two of the stress coefficients and
~ can be substittied into the determinant of coefficients, and the value
of the third stress coefficient which satisfies the determinautal equa-
tion can thus be obtained. A graphical minimization of the third streas
coefficient with respect to ~ gives the combinations of minimum
buckl~ stress coefficients.

Upper Edge Simply Supported

Soltiion by stability determined. - The stab~i~ determinant
derived in the preceding section and given in table III can be used for
the solution when both edges are slmpl.ysupported. The last two rows
of the determhsxrt are ftist multiplied through by the restraint coef-
ficient 6. Equating c to zero (for s~le support) then reduces all
the terms in these two rows to zero except for the elemetis on the
principal diagonal. The suhdeterminant consisting of the first six
rows and first six columns of the original determinant can then be
factored oti and equated to zero. Numerical calculationsyielding the
remilts in table I were made by UEing the flrst four rows and columns
of this factored determinant. Half wave lengths of buckling are given
in the table together with the criticsl cotiinations of ~, k~,

and ~ which satis~ the determinants equation. These calculations

are the basis of figures 2 to 5.

Special calculations for ~ = 1.- Consideration of the physics of

the problem suggests the possible existence of a flat portion h the
interaction surface at ~ = 1 and parallel to the ~~ plane. h

order to investigate this region, ~ = 1.0 was stistituted into the

fourth-order determinant, and critical combinations of kB and k~

were obtained. These conibinationsled to the curve for ~ = 1.0 in
figure 3, which checks closely with the results of reference lt.

.

—
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APPENDIX B

THEORETICAL SOLUTION FOR UWER EDGE CLAMPED

Details are presetied of a minimum-potential-ener~ solution for
the buckling stresses of an infinitely long flat plate, with the lower
edge shply supported and the upper edge clamped, subjected to combina-
tions of bending, shear, and transmrse compression in the plane of the
plate. Calculations were first made by using the stability determinsat
based on elastically restrained edge deflection functions given in tbe
previous appendix, with e = IJJ.After the calculations were completed,
however, it was discovered that greater accuracy for the same amount of
work was obtainable by using a deflection function which satisfies,
term by term, the zero-slop? boundsxy condition at the upper edge as
well.as the zero-deflection,zero-moment conditions at the lower edge.
The zero-deflectioncondition at the upper edge was satisfied by use of
@WWim multipliers. ‘Thissolution was used to calculate salient
points on the interaction surface (values given 3n table II) which were

. then used to adjust the origjhalll calculated interaction surfaces. The
adju~ed values appear in figures 6 to 9.

.

Solution Based on Elastically Restrained Edge Deflection Function

The simplified eighth-order stability determinant derived in appendix A
and given in table III was used to calculate the interaction surface of
a plate, with the lower edge simply supported and the upper edge clamped,
by setting the rotational restraint coefficient e equal to w and by
determining the values of kB, ~, ~, and !3 which cause the deter-

minant of C0effiCient8 ~ bn, 71, and Y2 to vanish. me results

of these calculations have been adjusted on the basis of the calculations
derived in the next section.

Solution Based on Clamped-Edge Deflection Function

Deflection function.- The deflection of the clsmued-edae date-.
shown in figure 1 is assumed to be of the form

03

z m

It’x
w= sin = a n —

n Esti ~ + Cos L n.1,3)53
A n=l,3,5,...

bn Sti ~ (Bl)
...

.—.—-—. -.—z - ~..——. .—— -.-—
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where the series coefficients

tion # of the u-r edge is

where #l * @2
The deflection

conditions

assumed to be

sxe constantB.

expressed as

sre constants.

function (Bl) satisfies, term by.term,

WY.+ = o

()$ ~=b

condition

‘y=b = % =b

is satisfied by the deflection function
straimlng relationships me satisfied:

+\

IJACJJTN 2536

The deflec-

(B2)

the boundary

(33)

(B4)

provided the following cor-

m-l 1

fil = 2- %( -1)-T = o

n=l,3,~,...

m

z

p-l

$32= bn(-1)~ = O
n=l,3,s,...

“i

(35)

(B6)

(B7)

.

Potential-energy expression.- The yotetiial energy F for an
infinitely long flat plate, with the lower edge simply supported and
the upper edge clamped, buckling under stresses h its plane (p. 325 of
reference 2) is

_——_ ———. . .
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+
aw2%(5)+ 2NW

a

(B8)

where, for the preseti case,

()
Nx= l-~~t

% = -“c’

‘w = Tt

Substittiing the expression (Bl) for w into the ener~ expression
(B8) and performing the indicated inte~atiom gives the expression to
be minimized as

F-

4 E3- “4a2 +
1- q

n 2
n

n=l,3,5,...J n-l,3,5,...

where

‘W ‘T> ~ desired stress coefficietis

. 4k% .
(n - m)

15?.-(-1)

(B9)
(m’+ n’)

I

.— —--- .—— — ..— — —
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.

Minimization by the method of Lagrangian multipliers.- By the
principle of minimum potential energy, F (equation (B9)) must be
minimized with respect to all tidependent undetermined reflectional

.

parameters in this equation. Wsmuch as the parameters ~ b~ fll)

@ $$ sre not independenthut we related through the constraining
relationship (B7), this minimization can be accomplished by means of
the method of Lagrange*s undetemdned multipliers. The function

w

F
n-1

=F I
%

G - 71 t+J-1) 2 - 72 bn(-1) (B1O)

n=l, ,5, . . . 11=1,3,5, . . .

is set up. The valueof F will beaminhum when

J

Performing the differetiiation

J L G

on the parameters ~ and bn gives

r

( )i+m odd
2

(Bll)

m

2am E 2am I(i+m)2 - ~=1,3,5,,o.o (i - m)2 +

(i~ odd
2 )

m

k@4$3

~[ 1

i+m

2a i2 + kTfi3~2
Ti % ~22h 2- (-l)T -

r–l,3,5, . . ●

-m

(B12)

(i2 # m2)

—. . .—
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and

23

m

Lm=l, , ,...

Z$bm

(i + m)2

m

E
m=l,3,5, . . .

% 1(i-m)2 +

(B13)
( i2 + m2)

Minimizing equation (B1O) with respect to the Lagrangian multipliers gives.
the constrainingrelationships

E m-1
&
~ = 0 = - m=l,3,5,

%( -1) 2
...

al

z

m-1
aG
T2= 0=-

b&l)~

m=l,3, ,...

(B14)

(B15)

Equations (B12) to (B15) constitute an infinite set of homogeneous
simultaneous equations containing the coefficients w bn, 71,

and Y2. The simultaneous solution of this set of equations gives.the

combinations of buckling stress coefficients, the accuracy of the solu-
tion depending on the number of equations solved s~t~eo@.Y.

Solution by stabili~ determinant.- Equations (B12) to (B15) con-
stittie a system of homogeneous simultaneous equations conta~ the
unlmown deflection coefficierrts ~ and bn. Equating the determinant

of these equations to zero gives the buckling criterion in the form of
a determinantal equation. In order to determine the nontrivial combina-
tiOIISOf kBj ~, and ~ which satis~ the equations, values of two

——— .—. -———— —— — —. ——— — —- —. —.
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.

of the stress coefficients ad @ csn be substituted into the deter-
minant of coefficients and the value of the third stress coefficient
which satisfies the determinantal equation can thus be obtained. A
graphical minimization of the third stress coefficient with respect
to P gives the combinations of min&mn buckling-tiress coefficients.
The results of the calculationsbased on the lkth-order determinant of
coefficients (table IV) are given in table II.

The calculations for the infinitely long flat plate with the lower
ed$e simply supported and the upper edge clamped, based on the stability
determinant for the elastically restrained upper edge (tsble ID), were
graphical adjusted on the basis of calculations given in table II and ‘
are the basis of figures 6 to 9.

.
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TABIE I

CAICUIATED BUCKGING STRESS COEFFICIENTS AND HALF-WAVE-LENGTHRATIOS

FOR 1NFINDEL% LONG FIAT HATE WITH BOTH EWES SIMPLY SUl?POKIXD

I % I,
I

23.90
22.82
18.38
9.60
0

0
2.00
4.00
5.14
5.36

22.66
21.50
18.50
14.10

0
2.00
3.26
4.00

o
0
0
0
0

.5

.5

.5

.5
0 4.53 I .5

I
21.82
20.32
17.00
12. oo
0

0
21.22
20.70
19.27
17.79
15.30
14.14

0
2.00
3.10
3.68
3.89

0
0
1.00
2.00
2.50
2.85
2.88

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.7
.8
.9

1.1
1.2

.7

.8
1.1
1.2
1.5

●7
.8

1.3
1.8
1.8

.;

.9
1.0
1.2
2.0

w
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TABLE II

CAICUIATED BUC~G STRESS C(lEFFICIENISAND HALF-WAVE-LENGTH RATIOS

FOR lXFIXl?TEIXLONG FLAT PLATE WITE LOWER EDGE SIMPLY

SUTPORI!EDAND UPPER EDGE CIAM12E0

‘B k~ % L/b

39.96 0 0 0.5
36.51 4.700 0 .6
20.00 7.963 0 1.1

0 6.637 0 1.2

38.30 0 1.0225 .5
0 4.818 1.0225 1.6

37.25 0 1.636 .5
35.80 2.700 1.636 .6
20.00 k. 578 1.636 2.8
0 3.193 1.636 2.3 .

36.52 0 1.922
20.00 2.789 1.922 6:;

o 1.832 1.922 4.0

0 0 2.045 a

-L—— .—. .—..——. .— _ —.- .-~——. ..— -—-—-
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SIXBllJTY ~ FOR ~Y LONG FLAT PLATE,

CLAMPED, SUBJECTED TO EENDIIIG,SHEAR,

al
a3

-=2

.

~ %%%2 7*
—’—-% -a-9 8 -%

-% o

=%
--r -+

%5 *-—
9

-%% %?

%%

-%2 2’ -%’

0 -1 0 1

1 0 -1 0

.
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c

Iv

. WITH THE LOWER EOXE SR@LY SUPPORTED AND THE UPPER EDGE

AND TRANSVERSE COMPRESSIVE STRESSES

a9 %3 a15 %7

-1

0

0

-1-%3

1

0

-1

0

1

0

13T=Bk

i?
0

1

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

-0

‘%-—
9

%-—
9

-1

1

-1

1

.

-1

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

+
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(a) Loading and coordinates.

Rotdionol

DT3
Simple support Simple support

=5=

Simple support

(b) Edge conditions.

Figure l.- Schematic description of loading and edge conditions for
infinitely long flat plate. Positive directions indicated by arrows.
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Figure 2.- Interaction surface
with simply supported edges
comprea8ive stresses.
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for buckling of infinitely long flat plate
subjected to bending, shear, and transverse
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Figure k.- Transverse compression
buckling of an infinitely long
edges.

and bending interaction curves for
flat plate with simply supported
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Tigure 5.- Transverse compression and shear interaction curves for
buckling of an infinitely long flat plate with simply suppcmted
edges.
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Figure 6.- Interaction surface for buckling of an infinitely long flat
plate with lower edge simply supported and upper edge cl~ed,
subjected to bending, shear, and transverse compressive stresses,
as show-nin figure 1.
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Figure 7.- Shear and bending interaction curves for buckling of an
infinitely long flat plate with lower edge simply supported and
upper edge clamped.
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Figure 8.- Transverse compression and bending interaction curves for
buckling of an infinitely long flat plate with lower edge simply

supported and upper edge clamped.
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Figure 9.- Transverse compression and shear interaction
buckling of an infinitely long flat plate with lower
supyorted and upper edge clamped.
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